Calrec X-Series Spare Part
JN4127-2 - (1189 - W)

£29.99
Calrec X-Series Spare Part JN4127-2 - (1189 - W) The item has been used, therefore shows a
few stickers and use marks. But it is good cosmetic condition - We have not tested the unit in any
way. Everything you see in the photos is included. Not including the Power Cable (Unless
otherwise stated) Please see our other items for other Vintage and Rare broadcast equipment,
including more Technics, Rogers and much more! Ref: 001189 Shipping costs: Prices quoted for
shipping by courier are based on delivery to England & Wales only. Highlands, Ireland, and
Islands may cost more so please enquire prior to bidding. Yes, we know Northern Ireland is
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feel you have paid too much P&P, please consider the amount of packaging involved. If youDimensions
still think you have paid too much P&P send us a message and we will look into it for you. All Weight
items will be sent recorded delivery. Buyer is responsible for all import duties and
taxes.Consumer Protection (Distance Selling) Regulations 2000: Please note that the Consumer
Protection (Distance Selling) Regulations 2000 apply only to items purchased via Buy It Now
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